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Oté Marmay, 
a moin mèm 
Sinbad !





Once again, I decided to set sail. I 
wanted to explore the vastness of 

the Sea of India, although only a 
few sailors had explored it, 

because it was the place where I 
was most likely to find wonders!
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After a pleasant journey with 

favourable winds, we arrived in the Sea 

of India. Alas, as we sailed forward, the 

conditions worsened, and we got 

caught in a hurricane! After an unequal 

fight, our dhow  sank into an abyss, and 

I found myself drifting on a piece of 

wood. I lost sight of my companions. I 

was alone, lost  in the middle of the 

Ocean. I fainted. 
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Mi sa mor !



When I came to my senses, I saw 
a beautiful island topped with 
mountains. I paddled to reach the 
beach. As I set foot on shore, I 
looked round me and screamed, 
but nobody  answered, so I 
decided to tour the island, hoping 
to meet someone.
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Oussa mi lé ?
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I walked for a long time under 
the sun. Suddenly  I saw a big 
grey bird, walking towards 
me. “My name is the Solitary, 
you can follow me, until we 
find something to eat.”  I 
gladly agreed!



In zoizo ! Mi 
sa manz sa 
kru… Maa 
fin !

Kosa Bébèt 
la i vé manz 
a moin ?
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We walked for hours, and 

arrived  next to a river 

bordered by a vast expanse of 

grass.  



 Té ma fatigué marsé , 
 somin lé long !



There we found a shrub with  
bunches of round yellow fruit.  We 
picked some and ate them 
greedily!
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Té,  anfin ma trouv
in nafèr  pou  moin 
manzé !



Thereafter we went to the river to 
quench our thirst, then we lay 
down under the tree to spend the 
night.
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Té, estèr mi
sa kraz 

in somèy !

Tabaa ,  ma trouv 
in nafèr pou moin 
boir !



The next day, my friend said farewell, 

and I resumed my walk under the 
sun.
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N'a trouv sa dalon, 
moin si mi sa baré ! 



I walked on and on, and  was hungry and 
thirsty again! A parrot perched on the 
tree of life offered me to share a coconut 
it had just opened with its beak. I  drank 
its water, and ate the flesh. The bird then 
invited me to climb up the tree and spend 
the night there.
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Merci aou ! 
Ma gingn 
manzé é 
boir, ou lé 
zanti , nar 
trouve sa !
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The next morning, I resumed my walk 

under the sun. As the bushes grew 

thicker, I lost sight of the sea! Should I 

soon die? Luckily enough, a colourful 

gecko warming itself on a screwpine 

showed me the way. All I had to do was 

keep going until I met an old woman. She 

would show me the way to the coast, 

provided I ask her “Grandma Kal, what 

time is it? “. 
 



Kisa ou lé 
ou ? Akoz ou 
gard a moin 
gro zié ?
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So I resumed my walk. I climbed with difficulty 

amidst dark rocks. Suddenly, the ground began to 

tremble and fearful rumblings were heard! A huge 

fire snake was barring my way, burning everything 

in its path. Was there no way out? I had to face it. My 

fear turnerd into determination. I fought and fought! 

At last the beast receded and I was able to continue 

my way!



Akoz gro 
bébèt la i 
bar mon 
somin ?



I was at the foot of a bare mountain, 
from which some fumaroles escaped.  
I had no alternative but to climb its 
steep slope, while night was coming. I 
was exhausted, but continued all the 
way to the top, where I saw a small 
light glimmering in the darkness. 
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Kosa 
boug la  
i rode ?



 I ran closer and found myself at the 

entrance to a dark cave where a crackling 

fire was burning. A witch-like old woman 

with a smoke-blackened hat on her head 

was squatting on the ground. In a 

trembling voice, I asked the magic 

question: “Grandma Kal, what time is it? “
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Gran Mèr Kal, 

kèl èr i lé ?

Achèt aou 

in mont !



After a restful night in the shelter of 
the cave, I was on my way again, and 
as promised by the old witch, I soon 
met a huge tortoise, busy with 
devouring giant fern leaves. It invited 
me to climb on its back, and off we 
were to the seaside!  
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Bonzour torti ! 
Granmér Kal 
lavé di amoin 
noudé ou té i 
sa rankontré !



 We advanced through a lush forest, amidst all kinds of colourful birds. What a wonderful island! I would call it “Dina Morgabin“,  which means Western Island in Arabic, my mother tongue.
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Malgré i fé 
cho, gayar 
ti lil la I sa 
mank a 
moin !



 I soon went to sleep… When I opened 

my eyes, as predicted by the lady in a 

black hat, a sailboat was in sight. I got 

off the tortoise and hastily picked up 

some  shells, with corals and 

ambergris, then waved my arms. The 

boat got closer and threw anchor.
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The  crew welcomed me with open 

arms! They were bound for Baghdad, 

my homeland, where I would 

exchange  my treasures for some  

gold, and be rich! This would end my 

eighth and last voyage, but this 

magnificent island would remain 

forever engraved in my heart!
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Sinbad,  when sailing the Indian Ocean in search of 

adventure, encounters many obstacles, including strange 

animals and  people, before  returning   home   to  

Baghdad,  a  richer   and  wiser  man.

Here is the eighth voyage of Sinbad the Sailor, told, 
illustrated and captioned by some Reunionese 
students at Lycée Vue-Belle . 
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